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The East is Red
the Sun has Risen
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—Revived Chinese Heritage Brands
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Singaporean Shutterbug
— Photographer Dominic Khoo
ᆚ૾Nhow
The optically intense Nhow Hotel
by Karim Rashid
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Fred Tibbitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York and Bangkok. He assists some of
the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia Pacific developing their wine-by-theglass programs, leading educational trips to wine producing countries and hosting VIP industry
dinners at New York and across Asia.
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Relax with Your Favorite Premium Beer,
Wine or Spirit: A Sure Way to Celebrate, Restore & Refresh
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When your batteries need re-charging, the question becomes “What to do”? While, of course, there
is no single answer to the question, for the wealthy
or near-wealthy there are unlimited possibilities, which
is magnificent for these fortunate Souls. But for the
average person or even upwardly-mobile Chinese
citizen, the options are far fewer; so, it's very important for this group to make their restorative lifestyle
choices wisely to insure the maximum value. And
one of the most cost-effective ways to relax, restore
and refresh is with one's favorite premium beer, wine
or spirit with colleagues, friends, partners or family.
The art of practicing one's favorite adult beverage “rituals” is as old as the very processes of fermentation and distillation; and from the beginning
associated with family, friends, clan members and
work associates as well as for social, business and
celebratory occasions, such as the Chinese and
Western New Year's festivities. And for those who
embrace a healthy lifestyle, stressing nutritious foods
and premium beverages in moderation along with
regular exercise, the result is always wonderful times
to fondly recall forever more. So, premium beer, wine
and spirits are a splendid means of enhancing any
occasion among adults; not necessrarily being the
reason for gathering, unless it is for educational
purposes, such as beer, wine or spirits tastings, conducted by professionals or those who have learned
from professionals.
What is more memorable than a bridal Champagne toast with Dom Perignon or Perrier-Jouet Flower
Bottle by the happy couple? Or a Johnny Walker Gold
Scotch Whiskey or The Glenlivet Single Malt Scotch
served “neat” or with a single ice cube and splash of
the purest of bottled waters, such as the new FIJI brand
from a protected artesian aquifer water that is being

served in the top clubs, bars and dining establishments
from Beijing to Hong Kong? Or the most popular premium Chinese beer, Tsingdao, served at room temperature in the winter and chilled in the summer though
of course your Western friends will almost certainly
prefer their beer served cold year-round? These are
the kinds of quality adult beverages that beautifully
enhance the magic that comes alive when two or more
gather to celebrate their friendship, accomplishments,
hopes, dreams, ambitions and bonds that unite; seen
and unseen, known and unknown.
How many suitors have found the courage over
an intimate dinner, under the stars, their red wine
glasses filled with the finest French wines, arms
intertwined, tenderly feeding one another; their soft
Eyes of Love caressing their beloved with anAngel's
velvet touch; lost in space, as though they were the
last alive and the planet was theirs forever and a
day? And how many deals are closed and celebrated with a Ketel One Vodka Martini? Or family
reunions made as festive as any with the favorite,
local handcrafted beer and plenty of it? Remember
a time or occasion that was special and you will remember what you drank, for special occasions always call for the most premium beer, wine or spirits
our pocket can afford. Here's to the ancient craft of
the truly great artisan beers, wines and spirits that
help us ask for our beloved's hand in marriage; seal
the deal; and celebrate. May the value and practice of coming together with good friends and family,
colleagues and our objects of romance be with us
forever and ever more and the finest quality adult
beverages that add that sparkle in our eyes be always at our side to brighten every day. I am Red
Owl, over & out.
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